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A genera l nonlin ear fi e ld equation is de ri ved for the macroscopic orde r paramete r of an ideal 
cohere nt Bose gas. It is s hown th a t thi s non inte racti ng sys tem c an su pport s table quantized vortex
like motions within the superftui d phase. It is sugges ted th at thi s co here nt phase of the id ea l Bose 
gas describes the dominant physica l features of rea l superftuid liquid he lium. 
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1. Introduction 

The presence of quantized vortex motions in th e 
superfluid phase of liquid helium was first postulated 
by Onsager [1] I and Feynma n [2] and has since been 
confirmed by numerous experime nts [3]. The micro
scopic theory of such macroscopic motions was 
developed inde pend ently by Gross [4] a nd Pitaevskii 
[5], who assume d th e fluid to be a dilute gas of weakly 
repulsive Bose particles_ They were able to show 
that a self-consistent equation-of-motion for the macro
scopic order parameter of the Boson fi eld contains 
a nonlinear contribution arising from the interac
tions between the particles_ Stable vortex motions 
with quantized circ ulation appear as special solu
tions of the non]jnear fi eld equation_ 

In this paper we sugges t that vortex motions of 
the superfluid phase are due to the Bose statisti cs 
and are not dependent upon any interactions (either 
attractive or repulsive) between the particles_ We 
shall de monstra te this by showing that quantized vor
ticles are s table configurations of th e macroscopi c 
order para meter within the ordered phase of a non
interac tin g free Bose gas_ 

It is generally re marked that the ideal Bose gas is 
an overly simple system which describes unphysical 
situations due to its oversensitivity to boundary 
conditions_ If, for example, the gas is contained in 
a rigid box of large but finit e dimensions, it is found 
that the particles will condense into a ground state 
with a highly nonuniform density profile [4]_ Such 
an unreal distribution is usually removed by intro
ducing repulsive interactions between the particles 
so that they smear themselves out more uniformly 
over the entire volume. Since we wish to exhibit 

*Not s ubject to copyright- contribution of the Nat ional Bureau of S tandards. 
I Figures in brackets indicate the literat ure references at the e nd ul this paper. 

certain properties as explicit characteristics of the 
Bose statistics in the absence of any interactions and 
independent of boundary conditions, we choose in
stead to think of the ideal Bose sys tem within the 
framework of the Grand Canonical formalism . This 
permits us to consider an ensemble of N noninter
acting Bosons contained in a volume V( = L3) at an 
equilibrium temperature T(= l/{3 ) in the th ermo
dynamic limit of N~ co, V~ 00 with a fixed number 
density N/V. 

2. Field Equation 

The appropriate description for the ideal gas of 
Boson particles is given in terms of the creation and 
a nnihilation operators of the quantized Bose field , 
t/J+( r)' t/J(r) with [t/J(r) , t/J+(r')]=o(r-r'). The pres
e nce of an ordered or condensed phase is character
ized by the existence of a spontaneous macroscopic 
expectation value for the single operator t/J (r) [6]. 
This author together with Green [7] have considered 
the condensation of such a sys tem as a model second
order phase transition b y removing the phase sym
me try of the Fock states through a ]jnear coup]jng 
of the field operators to a fictitiou s external source 
S (r). Making use of the cohere nt state representa
tion and following standard thermodynamic argu
me nts, it was shown that the number density is of 
a simple analytic form. In the limit of a vanishing 
uniform source S (r) = S ~ 0 (after the thermody
namic limit of N, V ~ 00, N/V finite) the number 
density separates into two bran ches at a critical value 
of the temperature, Te. Below thi s temperature, 
the total density is composed of two uniform coexist-
ing parts, 

n = YJ T3/2 + 'l'2 (1) 
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where the constant YJ = (27TIi/m)3/2(,(i) = (27T)3/2 
2.612 . . . in units of Ii = m = 1. The first term is 
just the number density for the normal component of 
the fluid . The quantity qr corresponds to a sponta
neous thermal expectation value which is of finite 
magnitude below Tc and vanishes identically for all 
temperatures above it. In general, qr represents a 
complex order parameter for the coherent phase with 
both an amplitude and phase qr= Iqr(r) lexp (icjJ(r)). 
Within the framework of the two fluid model , I'll 12 
is associated with the number density of the ordered 
or s uperfluid phase, while the spatial gradient of the 
phase is interpreted as the s uperfluid velocity 
Vs = 'V cjJ(r). 

they showed that the condensate wave function 1/1 
behaves like an effective hydrodynamic variable 
which obeys a nonlinear equation 

(4) 

The theory is restricted by the requirement that 
the product of the condensate density and the effec
tive potential , 1I/112V remain small. A basic potential 
dependent dimension A= (211/11 2V) - l/2 is used to 
characterize the length scale. The nonlinear contri
bution to the equation is directly proportional to the 
interaction potential. Thus, in the absence of such 
interactions, the G--P equation describes a simple 
free-field whose characteristic length becomes 
infinite. 

The field describing the hydrodynamics of the super
fluid phase of the coheren t Bose gas is given by 

The thermodynamic potential describing the co
herent phase as a function of the superfluid density 
Iqrl2 and temperature T in the vicinity of the transition 
as (T-Tc)/Tc=t<O becomes small is given by 

Taking the actual superfluid to be locally a coherent 
Bose gas, [7 , 8] this result provides the functional 
form of the thermodynamic potential density expressed 
in terms of the reduced temperature t and the magni
tude of local macroscopic order parameter qr(r). 
It is like a phenomenological Landau expansion for 
the free-energy carried to third order in -qr2. If the 
superfluid is spatially nonuniform or in motion rela
tive to the normal com ponent (Vn=O) then there is 
an additional con tribution h21 'V 'l-'12/2m [9] . 

eq (3). There, despite the lack of any direct poten
(2) tial , the equation contains terms to order 1'l-'15 am! 

is therefore of a more nonlinear nature than that 
described by the G--P result. 

[Remark- We wish to note here the similarity 
between the thermodynamic potential for the coher
ent superfluid phase of the ideal Bose fluid given in 
eq (2) and certain recently proposed forms for the po
tential of superfluid helium. Several persons [10-12] 
ha ve suggested variations of the conventional Landau 
theory of phase-transitions based on the expansion 
of F (qr2, T). Noting that the superfluid density varies 
like (1- T/TA)2/3, Mamaladze[lO] made ad hoc 
modifications in the temperature dependence of the 
lowest order expansion coefficients. Amit[ll] pro
posed a more consistent formulation by including 
terms to order qr6 and has been able to describe 
certain features of superfluid helium films. Miller 
and Luban[l2] pointed out a further consequence 
of such a term would be the existence of two criti
cal superfluid veloci ties.] 

For stable configurations, the total potential func
tion[9] .9'(qr2, T) = jdr[-tl'VqrI2+F(qr2, T)] 
must be a minimum with respect to qr (also, its con
jugate qr*). The variational procedure leads to a 
field equation for the magnitude of the local order 
parameter qr(r) which describes the superfluid 
be havior of the coherent ideal Bose gas, 

(3) 

This result is like the equation obtained by Gross[4] 
and Pitaevskii [5] to describe the superfluid proper
ties of an interacting Bose gas. Taking a finite frac
tion of the particles to be in a single quantum state, 

3. Special Solutions 

We shall consider solutions of the field equation 
for qr in two cases of particular physical interest, 
namely , the behavior of the superfluid near a wall 
and the possibility of vortex-like configurations. It 
is convenient to obtain a normalized field equation 
by introducing a reduced variable for the magni
tude of the order parameter 

1/1 = (~I t I) 1/21 qr (r) I 

and a new distance scale f= (227f2 1t Ir 

(5) 

Consider first the problem of the Bose gas in a semi 
infinite domain bounded by rigid wall (x·y plane). 
In this one dimensional geometry, the superfluid 
density vanishes at the wall (1/12 = 0, z = 0) and has 
a uniform value (normalized 1/12 = 1) far from it. With 
these boundary conditions, the solution of eq. (5) 
is given by 

l/1(z) =z/(3+Z2)1 /2 . (6) 

This implies that the superfluid density 1/12 rises from 
zero to over half of its uniform value less than two 
distance units from the wall (3/4 of its uniform value 
by three distance units). It appears therefore that " 
the coherent superfluid phase of the ideal Bose gas 
is strongly "self-healing" and not overly sensitive 
boundary conditions: -

The occurrence of a natural length scale parameter 
as a gener~ consequence of the nonlinear equation 
for the interacting Bose gas has already been noted. 
In the same one dimensional geometry, the G-P , 
equation has the solution 1/1 = (2V) - 1/2 tanh (z/2). 
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Here, the corresponding healing behavior of the 
superfluid density depends inversely on the strength 

I of potential. Thus, as the interactions between the 
particles becomes s mall , the healing scale becomes 

~ increasingly large. A th e potential vanishes, the 
characteristic le ngth scale A diverges, typifying the 

J over response of the noninteracting Bose gas within 
j the usual treatment. 

I The nonlinear nature of the field equation for the 
order parameter tfJ suggests that vortex-like motions 
may be stable configurations within the ideal Bose 

(, superfluid [13]. This can be demonstrated by noting that 
I the fi eld equation (eq (5» permits cylindrically symmet-

ri c solutions of the form tfJ(r, 8, z) = R (r) exp (iv8), 
where v is an integer. The radial function R (r), which 
is normalized by requiring that 27T I drrlR (r) 12 = super
fluid density per unit height along the z axis, sati sfi es 
the differential equation 

( 1 d d V2) 
--r--- R+(l-R2)2R = 0. 
r dr dr r2 

(7) 

While an explicit solution of this equation has not in 
I general been possible, the asymptotic properties of 
I the radial function can be determined [14]. Near the 
l, axis as r~ 0, the centrifugal force term dominates 

so that R (r) must vanish like r+l vi. Within this region 
the higher powers of R are negligible and the radial 
behavior may be approximated by the Bessel func
tion of order lvi, R(r) ~ J lvl (r), (to within a constant 
multiplicative factor). At very large di s ta nces fro m the 
axis, the superfluid density approaches its uniform 
value, 1/12 (r~ (0) = 1, with the radial function of the 
asymptotic form R(r) = - Ivl/r. Wh en v= 0, only 
the simple solution of an everywhere uniform R(r) = 1 
is possible . 

These cylindrical solutions for the quantum-me
chanical order parameter tfJ describe a fi eld with a 
macroscopic axial compone nt of angular momentum 

l L z , n [al/1 atfJ* ] L z=-Idr tfJ*---tfJ =v Idr IR(r)1 2. 
2i a8 atfJ (8) 

Thus, the total angular momentum is proportional 
to the superfluid density, 1/1 * tfJ· Tht' flow field of the 
superfluid about the z axis has a tangential com-

> pon ent of angular velocity v 0, 

l 

r n [ * 1 atfJ 1 atfJ* ] / vo=--; tfJ -----1/1 tfJ *tfJ 2£ r a 8 r a 8 (9) 

which falls off like Ivl/r. S uch a solenoidal flow pat
tern is characteri stic of a "classical vortex line" found 
in the hydrodynamic theory of incompressible fluids. 

" The vortex filament has a vorticity flz == (curl v)z 
r which is zero everywhere (except on the axis where 
(: the superfluid de nsity vanishes s uch that the strength 

(flzltfJI2= 0, r= O). The circ ulation of the vortex flow 

(10) 

is quantized in units of n. 

One may estimate the effe ctive size of the vortex 
core by se tting the two asym ptotic forms of R (r) equal 
a t a common value r= p Ell ]. Requiring also con· 
tinuity of the radial derivati ves, 

(r=.p) (ll) 

we find a core dim ension p = (l + Ivl)/Ivl . 
Gross [4] and Pitaevskii [5] found similar vortex-like 

solutions to be stable configurations in the superfluid 
phase of the interacting Bose gas. In that system, the 
vortices owe their existence to the presence of the 
nonlin ear term in the G-P field eq uation arising from 
the repulsive interactions be tween the particles. 
There the asymptotic solutions of the G-P radial 
equation are given by 

R(r=O) = J lvl( r) 

While these limiting forms for the radial behavior 
are independent of the interactions, the order para
meter itself depends upon the strength of the potential 
through the normalization tfJ= (2V)I /2R(r) exp (ilvI8). 
Thus in the absence of any interactions between par-
ticles, suc h vortex lines vanish as possible solutions 
to the G-P field equation. 

In general it is not possible to obtain explicit solu
tions to the field equati on for the order parameter of 
either the ideal Bose system (eq (3» or the interacting 
gas (G-P equation) [15]. Both 'are highly nonlinear 
equations and can be solved only for certain very 
special situations , In the limit of a low superfluid 
de nsity to a first approximation, they are both non
linear to the same order tfJ3, and will describe a some
what similar type of physical behavior. It is, however, 
important to recognize the very essential difference 
in the physical origin of the nonlinearity. In the G-P 
equation, the nonlinear term arises from the direct 
repulsive interactions between the particles which are 
superimposed upon the Bose stati stics. Without these 
interactions , the super-fluid order parameter satis fi es 
a linear equation characteristic of a free noninteracting 
quantum fi eld. Quite a different behavior was found 
for the superflu id phase of th e ideal coherent Bose 
gas. In that descrip tion , sin ce all terms in the field 
equation are due to the particle s tatistics, the non
linear nature of the order parameter is a direct con
seque nce of the Bose statisti cs. While any real gas 
must certainly have strong short-ranged repulsive 
interactions between particles, this nonlinear be
havior suggests that the coherent phase of the ideal 
Bose gas might well describe the dominant physical 
features of superfluid liquid helium. 
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